APPROVED STREET LIGHTING EQUIPMENT FOR NEW INSTALLATIONS

LED LIGHTS

At a minimum lights shall be 3000K color; have 7-pin receptacle per ANSI C136.41 and external wattage label per ANSI C136.15.

LUMINAIRE: CREE XSP2 LED, ALUMINUM - COBRAHEAD

Product: BXSP
Version: C
Mounting: HT - horizontal tendon
Optic*: 2ME - Type II medium; 2LG - Type II long; 3ME - Type III medium; 4ME - Type IV medium
Input power designator: F - 139W
CCT: 30K - 3000K
Voltage: UL- Universal 120-277V
Color options: SV - silver
Options: N-Q9 - Utility Label and NEMA Photocell Receptacle
- external wattage label per ANSI C136.15
- 7 - pin receptacle per ANSI C136.41
- Factory connected 0-10V dim lights
- Photocell and shorting cap by others
- Includes Q9 option - Field adjustable output
- Refer to manufacturers Field Adjustable Output Spec sheer for details

* to be determined by designer - see manufacture specifications

The City of Wilsonville makes no representations or warranties regarding street lighting equipment, whether included or not included on this list of approved street lighting equipment. Inclusion on this list is not an endorsement of the equipment nor does it mean that the listed equipment is appropriate for requirements applicable to all street lighting applications. If equipment is not included in this list, it does not reflect whether or not such equipment is appropriate for street light use.